Preface - Access to Knowledge Revisited
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In 1998, the Special Topic for the Yearbook of Medical Informatics was “Health Informatics and the Internet”, acknowledging the transformational impact on medical informatics of developments in worldwide network connectivity emanating from outside the field.

Access to Knowledge was an obvious choice for a Preface written by the Director of the U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM) [1] less than a year after MEDLINE became freely available worldwide on the Internet via PubMed. The spread of the Internet, the World Wide Web, and Web browsers allowed NLM to end its reliance on commercial telecommunication networks (thus eliminating the basis for user fees), to cease the distribution of search software on physical media for multiple hardware platforms, and to link MEDLINE citations to related information, including the electronic full text of journal articles and sequence data in GenBank. There was an immediate 10-fold increase in searches on the NLM system once MEDLINE was free via the Internet, as much as 30% by patients, families, and the public.

The 1998 preface contemplated the potential impact of free MEDLINE on the long-predicted transition from paper to electronic journals. As reported in the Yearbook in 2008 [2], free MEDLINE did play a supporting role in the subsequent rapid move to electronic journals in medicine and science and also in the promotion of public/open access to electronic journals and the notion that people are entitled to free access to the results of research funded by their taxes. In 1998, celebration of free public access to scientific and medical information in MEDLINE was tempered by a caution that greater availability of information does not automatically provide patients, families, and the public with “understanding, discernment, or sophistication of choice”. This led NLM to develop information services specially designed to help the public improve its understanding of health topics [3]. Caution is even more valid today, for clinicians as well as for the public, given the exponential increase in the amount and range of information freely available in multiple formats and via multiple channels.

The predictions made in the 1998 preface turned out to be for the most part accurate. As envisioned, control of technology by speech, touch, and gesture has indeed reduced dependence on keyboards, and retrieved information increasingly combines images, text, and speech in useful ways. Not anticipated was the extent to which social media, smartphones, wearable technology, and the “Internet of Things” would influence these advances.

Again as predicted, there has been modest progress in legislation, regulation, and research policy related to medical data privacy, which does indeed remain highly important to progress in informatics and genetics. Viable, if imperfect, approaches to blinding the identity of individuals represented in health care and clinical research databases,
and to implementing rational access controls have dramatically increased the aggregated clinical data available for research [e.g., 4, 5]. One problem mentioned in 1998, i.e., encryption schemes that are practical, and strong, and can coexist at some level with national and international security protections, is not, and may never be, solved. Since 1998, we have learned that exercising due diligence to deflect cybersecurity attacks and prevent data breaches is a major, endless, and increasingly expensive task for every organization with a health data system [6].

Expected to arrive perhaps sooner than it did, the marriage of molecular biology and informatics has improved understanding of neoplasms and methods of attacking them, forming the basis for the cancer component of the current major U.S. Precision Medicine Initiative [7]. Also as predicted, advances in imaging and informatics are leading toward increased understanding of brain structure and function [8].

Beyond the obvious huge increase in the amount of electronic knowledge, information, and data available to the informatics field and to the public, what is most remarkable about the developments of the past 18 years? Here are a few candidates:

- Leaders in government and scientific research now see the central importance of biomedical informatics to broader societal goals for health, health care, and discovery of new knowledge. The language is different, e.g., Big Data, Data Science, Data Mining, Health Data Interoperability, Precision Medicine, but the substance is familiar. Computer technology is now essential for all modern biological science, as well as much modern engineering, physics, and mathematics, and this is understood and accepted. Comprehension of its importance to clinical research is on the rise.
- The power of the people – amplified by ready access to inexpensive computing devices, the World Wide Web, and social media – has played a key role in expanding free access to biomedical information and data, advancing the concept of patients as engaged partners in health care that is centered around them, and promoting the view of people as participants in – as opposed to subjects of – clinical research. Public concern or outrage was a strong force in prompting widespread requirements for public access to the published results of research funded by governments, public registration of clinical trials, and public availability of summary trial results. Despite lagging compliance enforcement, ClinicalTrials.gov has grown exponentially since its debut in 2000 and is now a novel resource for research on the clinical research enterprise itself, as well as a tool in clinical knowledge discovery [e.g., 9, 10]. The debate has now moved on to public access to individual participant data [11]. Patients increasingly have access to at least some of the information in their own electronic health records (EHRs) and have begun to contribute data to these records, with a reasonable prospect of more to come. Members of the public were active partners in planning the 1 million+ person cohort that will be the centerpiece of the U.S. President’s Precision Medicine Initiative [12].
- EHRs have finally arrived – even in the U.S. They aren’t perfect, as is evident from loud complaints about the lack of usability and interoperability of the available commercial EHR products. Current products do, however, have one absolutely essential prerequisite for real and continuing improvement: they are being broadly used. Legislation and regulation are blunt and imperfect instruments for advancing use of health information technology and related standards. Nonetheless, the U.S. HITECH Act and related “Meaningful Use” and EHR certification regulations have forced a level of use of EHRs and specific standards that has prompted salutary actions for improvement of both – in the U.S. and elsewhere [e.g., 13, 14]. Although there are glimmers of hope, we don’t yet have good methods for summarizing the key information about the current patient, widespread integrated decision support for clinicians and patients, or a “Learning Health System” [15]. What we do have is a firmer foundation on which to build systems that are more intelligent, more capable, and easier to use; some feasible ideas for moving forward [16]; and progress on infrastructures that will enable clinicians to consider a patient’s genetic make-up when making treatment decisions [17, 18, 19].
- The old idea of contracting out the computer center has re-emerged in the more flexible shape of the “Cloud”. Although not without pitfalls, it can help to enable flexible on-demand use of advanced computing to analyze very “Big” biomedical data without robust local computing, download, and storage capacity [20].

Balancing out these largely positive developments is a lack of significant progress in other arenas.

Computing hardware is seemingly frozen in a physics Neverland awaiting the essential next step: optical computing. Major advances with current technology are blocked by the need to dissipate the heat associated with computing and the local retail cost of electric power. These are important engineering considerations that are unrelated to any truly new or different information needs. On the software side, there is still a dearth of products that apply and take effective advantage of massively parallel computing power, and of products with human-computer interfaces that satisfy normal user expectations.

An exception is the IBM Watson approach [21]. IBM achieved a milestone in artificial intelligence research, combining massively parallel computing with a heavy reliance on computational linguistic techniques for understanding natural language utterances. Remarkably, the computers used were ordinary commercial machines and the critical systems software was open source.

On the purely medical scene, despite nearly ubiquitous access to increasing stores of free high quality medical information and the emergence of commercial products with good summarized evidence relevant to many clinical decisions, we have not succeeded in ensuring that all those who deliver care in advanced medical treatment facilities have immediate and suitable access to the latest and best evidence. Like many aspects of health care, this is a matter that requires dedicated resources and continuing attention from multidisciplinary teams, including information specialists. Patient populations, scientific evidence, EHRs, personal...
computing devices, health care workflows, and availability and cost-effectiveness of relevant information sources all evolve at different rates. The infrastructure to ensure that clinicians have efficient access to current knowledge must evolve, too. It won’t happen by accident.

As even this very incomplete summary shows, there are many challenging and important problems that deserve serious thought, study, and action by informaticians. A very broad definition of medical informatics will serve the field best. This should certainly include computer-aided learning systems for the public, as well as for health professionals, and advanced decision support for difficult life choices, e.g., end of life care, participation in clinical trials, privacy trade-offs. We should court the public interest. Broadening understanding of this field – its lofty goals as well as its current stumbling blocks – can only be of help to us.
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